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From the President

Issue 4 -

October

and most unwell. I sincerely hope he returns to
his “special seat” at the Club soon! On behalf of
all members George, best wishes mate – get
well soon.
No need for me to mention championship and
District events as they have a special part in the
newsletter. That said, the championships roll on
and the greens are in constant demand.
Club Greens

Clive Robertson

A topic close to all bowler’s hearts, as we all
know that any bowling club worth its salt needs
the best greens possible to allow bowlers to
reach the highest standard their ability will allow. That said, it has been my pleasure to meet
with and discuss the future of our much talked
about greens with new curator, Steve Green.

President SGBMBC

Steve hails from the Illawarra where his reputation is widely spoken about in most positive
It has been a while since our last newsletter and terms. Suffice to say that Steve has played repmuch has occurred in that time. I encourage
resenting at State level and sets his standards
you all to read the news and provide feedback very high.
to me if you like. Is this the newsletter you
would like? Is there other information you
Steve and family have moved to the area and
would like to be included?
he feels this club is the opportunity he has been
looking for. Put plainly, he believes it is possible
At the time of writing this Introduction I am
to produce three fast, true greens in a relatively
mindful of our immediate past President and
short period of time.
Life Member, George Thorpe, being in hospital
State Pennant Finals and World Singles Titles
In close company with our green keeping staff
and the main Club’s Board we have already
placed an expression of interest with the Royal
in conducting a State Pennant final next year.
As there is a need for at least 4 greens we have
made a joint submission with Huskisson Bowling Club for this event.
The Presidents handover Nov 2016
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In addition, we are in the process of working
with the main Club, greens staff, City Council,
National Coach and the Royal in securing the
2019/20 World Singles Titles and other national
training and inter-state events. The application
is, understandably, very complex!!

When it comes to how much alcohol you are
drinking, that is a different matter. How much
you drink and the effect it may have on you is a
matter for you, and of course, the licensed club.
How you behave at bowls events however is
our concern and it is your responsibility to yourself, and your club, to ensure one does not affect the other – to your detriment.

It is our intention to promote the club at the
highest levels we can and in this way our standards will improve... as they say you get nothing
if you don’t ask!
Women's Bowling Club
Sponsors

The Committee continues to work well with the
ladies as we develop more ideas on promoting
Your committee has been beavering away all
the game within our club and also encouraging
year seeking to continue working with existing new members. The ladies are keen to get the
sponsors, gaining new sponsors and perhaps
evening bowls going again and it seems that
attracting bigger sponsorship deals.
Tuesday nights are the go! Those interested in
mixed bowls – watch the notice board for deIn this regard it has been my personal view that tails mid October!
sponsorship demands a two way transfer of
benefits. Firstly, the person/company provides Next Years Pennants
the money and secondly, we provide quality
exposure for that provider. Bruce Goldsmith
Yes we do need names now! By November we
has worked with the main club to ensure qual- need to know who is, and who isn’t playing
ity signage outside the club, video exposure
Pennants and this has to be sent to the SCDBA.
through the club’s internal screen network as
The sheet is up on the notice board and more
well as ensuring banners and signage is clearly will be said over the next few weeks.
evident at major events.
Due to the good and timely work of our Bowls
Potentially we will have many new sponsors
Organiser Rob Reid (who is also the SCDBA
coming on board i.e. as they come to realise
Match Committee Chair) it has been possible to
that their money is very well spent at this club produce an indicative “2018 Season Calendar of
and they actually do get recognized for their
Events”. Hopefully, it will assist you in making
contribution.
your decision about Pennants next year and
with your holiday plans. Just remember, if you
Behaviour and Clothing
cannot commit to the full season we do need
reserve players to assist us in maintaining some
As President I ask you to remember that when form of consistency within the various grades.
bowling you do need a collared shirt and that
The Calendar is available from the Bowls Office.
your attire must be described as neat casual.
Behaviour on the other hand is a complex thing It has been a good year so far and I believe your
to manage. I ask that all members treat others Committee has achieved quite a lot. My thanks
with respect and always be wary about the cir- go to all concerned. As the elections draw near
please start to consider if you can assist in 2018
cumstances in which you are in (eg. Mixed
we need more hands and heads if our ambievents). Bad language is, of course, one area
tious plans are to work.
many of us need to keep in mind.
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Club Champions 2018
Men's Major Singles Champion
Paul “Pud” Sandford

Men's Major Pairs Champions
Jamie Thelander (Skip) & Peter Bobrige

Men's Triples Champions
William Hatgiantonio, Rob Reid (Skip) and Graham Hooks.

Men's Fours Champions
David “Sumo” Lawrence (Skip), Grant “Grunter”
McLean, Don MacKenzie and Steve Smith.

Men's Minor Singles Champion
Phil Nuttall

Men's Minor Pairs Champions
Graham Hooks & Jake Edwards (Skip)

Remaining Events 2018
Major Minor Pairs
Mixed Fours

Opposite:
Our spectators await the final champs
for the year.
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District Events
Grade 4 District Pennant
Don McCarthy, Peter Chamberlin, Alan Bennett, Kon Surjan
(Skip)
John Purvis, Nev Hutching, Ralph Klap, Ken Hodgetts (Skip)
Ron Long, Alan Askew, Bob Duncan, Rob Reid (Skip)
Reserves: Steve Smith & Paul Davis

South Coast District Bowls Association SCDBA
Winners Patrons Shield – Representatives
Jamie Thelander and Dave Lawrence.

South Coast District Bowls Association SCDBA
Pairs Championship– Runner Up
Dave Lawrence and Jamie Thelander (Skip) runner up
against Ian Smith and Scott Mathieson (Lake Conjola)

South Coast District Bowls Association SCDBA
Fours Championship– Runner Up
Arnie Rhoden, Phil Nuttall, Derek Smith & Campbell
Connell (Skip)

Presidents Reserve Singles- Runner Up
Mick Sheridan
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SCDBA Pairs Champion of Champions– Runner
Up
Peter Bobrige & Jamie Thelander (Skip)

Other Important ResultsPresidents Senior Team
Campbell Connal
President Reserve Singles-Semi Finals
Dave Shaw, John Payer

Presidents Reserve Pairs-Semi Final
Bruce Goldsmith & Mick Sheridan (Skip)

President Clive Robertson SGBMBC and Chairman Mark Schofield HBC at the
Bendigo Bank Shield.

Bendigo Bank Shield- Challenge 2017
Winners
SGBMBC 5 1/2 - HBC 4 1/2
Team winners Grant McLean (Skip), Don MacKenzie,
Will Pigg and Rex Simes.
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Vice Presidents Report
Bruce Goldsmith

I think we now have the basis of a good system
going forward. However, one area of concern
has been the regular BBQ’s on Wednesday
which are expensive to run, not well patronised
Well 2017 has certainly been an interesting and and its impossible to know who intends to eat
busy year for me, particularly the bowls club
what we prepare, so there is waste. We have
social events and administration. My aim from suspended these for the time being.
the beginning was to have a go at improving
what we do. I could see we had enormous po- My other responsibilities for the year were
tential as a bowls club and there were some

Locker Room
opportunities I would like to look into. How
Newsletter
ever, it became clear early in the piece that

Sponsorship and Promotion
change is not what everyone wants so it would 
New Uniform
not be easy!

Amendments to our Constitution

Social Events
As a Vice President I wanted to emphasise that
our financial resources were not limitless. Cost I report on each as follows:
control has therefore been very important to
me. At the same time I wanted to reduce the
The Locker Room
burden on the committee for running social
events, to better use the Country Club reAfter two years dealing with this space I think
sources as much as possible and find new
we now have a much cleaner and more organsources of revenue.
ised room and all members who want a locker
can now have one.
The journey started with the preparation of a
draft yearly food budget and then a series of
We have replaced about 50 locks and more
food trials, to see what we could do within our need to be done. A storage/seating bench has
budget constraints and at the same time to im- been added and the stock, uniform and social
prove what we offered after our Pennant
cupboards have all been reorganised and tidied
Matches. After several tries the winner was the up.
“ Hot Beef Roll al la Faye”. Hopefully this or
even better can be offered again next year.
I have however, lost the battle of trying to keep
people from leaving bags on the floor and
With help from Gai (my wife) and the Collins’
their locker doors open. To me this is very inwe also organised a new BBQ & Music format
considerate and potentially dangerous to other
for Australia Day . This was very successful and members. In addition, my plea for all members
again helped me to understand the cost and
to label their belongings when placed on top of
resources needed to run these events.
the lockers has been largely ignored.
Later in the year I introduced a make your own
ham, cheese and pickle roll for hosting our major events and again this proved to be quite
popular. This format can be prepared quite economically, with only a few helpers required and
food service can be staged so that the stragglers still get their snack.

Its time for someone else to take over the reins
in 2018.
Newsletter
I apologise that this winter issue is a little late.
This is due to my lack of available time while
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taking over as Acting Secretary in Brian Shaw’s
two month absence, the many bowls events
late in the year and other responsibilities I have
had over the past few months both at the Club
and personally. So now its a “Spring Issue”.

more effort to gain new sponsors and to protect the ones we have by supporting them at
every opportunity.

As Clive mentioned we must make more and

On the bright side the Country Club has made

Having said this, we do not have sufficient man
power and resources to properly do the job of
Sponsorship and Promotion
getting out there to find new sponsors. Being
complacent about what we have is a very risky
A “Sponsorship and Promotion Plan” was devel- strategy as sponsors will come and go unless
oped that now provides for two classes of spon- you treat them well and give them value for
sorship in 2018 - Major and Minor Sponsors,
money. Indeed, it has taken a lot of effort this
and we have moved to a financial year billing
year to keep some of our current major sponperiod. This will assist to sell our product as in- sors, so the warning bells are there!
voicing will correspond with tax time.
To this end we have prepared flyers seeking
Sponsorship is vital to our success. It currently new sponsors and we have new deals that procontributes about $12-14,000.00 to our bottom vide far more club exposure than previously.
line (of which the Country Club provides about
55%). Without it we could not run our open
We ask that you all consider whether you know
events. Importantly, a good share of that
someone who may be interested in sponsoring
money goes to our members when they win at us and to provide them with a copy of the flythese tournaments.
ers. These are available from the Bowls Office.
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available to us the 14 drink stand signs around
Green 3. These signs were previously managed
by an external company and surprisingly the
income did not go to either us or the Country
Club. This has now been changed. However, the
Green 3 signs have less exposure from the Club
House and may not attract as much interest.

New Uniform

With the Country Club changing its logo and
trading name the opportunity arose to have a
good look at our uniforms going forward. Our
stocks were desperately low on shirts and we
had no jackets or caps. One way or the other
the new Club logo had to be incorporated in our
In addition, we have agreed with the Women's uniform before we made a major order for anyBowls Club that Men's Bowls will in future man- more. However, it soon became evident that
age the ladies way signs on Greens 1&2 (14 in
our existing shirt design had become very
total) and this income will go into the joint
dated, in fact the design was about 22 years
equipment fund and towards mixed bowls.
old.
Thanks to the ladies.
We therefore went out to the members for suggestions on a new shirt design but only received
On the membership promotion side of things
one submission. The Committee then shortwe have taken a quite a few steps forward this listed three preferences and looked for further
year. They include:
member feedback. This culminated in the design below being selected.
1.
Thanks to Rob Reid and local radio promotion organised by the Country Club’s
Luke Hodges, a number of school holiday
junior clinics in August attracted about 50
juniors. As a result it now looks like we
will have several new juniors in 2018.
2.
A major letter box drop will be conducted
this month (by the Country Club) promoting sports and healthy lifestyle at the club,
including bowls.
3.
A new “How to Join Brochure” is available
at the Bowls Office window.
The order for the shirts has been placed and
4.
Regular advertisements for membership after we check a sample we should have these
and barefoot bowls is on the club TV
ready by the end of November. Please note,
monitors in the lounge and in the bithere is a list on the notice board seeking
monthly club magazine,
names of those who want to order a long sleeve
5.
Updated Country Club web site and Face- shirt as this is a special order. Short sleeve
book information has been provided.
shirts will be ordered in sufficient numbers for
6.
The recent “Grand on the Greens” promo- all members to try one on for their particular
tion by 2ST, organised by Luke Hodges
size before purchase.
was successful.
7.
Special “Family Bowls Promotion Days”
Some have been asking about the shirt cost but
are being discussed for this Summer.
a decision on this will not be made till final pric8.
“Elite Player” demonstration days are in
ing is received and we take a closer look at our
the planning.
potential sponsorship for 2018. Without extra
9.
More 2ST radio coverage in 2018 and a
sponsorship we can not subsidise our uniform
dedicated TV Monitor for Men’s Bowls.
costs. However, we already know the base shirt
cost will be cheaper than our current shirts.
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Executive“ and we will have a guest spot for our
A draft document has been prepared with the own budding musicians who are feverishly pracidea that we will allocate a short period of time ticing on Wednesdays before bowls. (See Ken
Gates if you are interested in joining the Music
in general business at our upcoming AGM to
discuss the document and get some feedback. Group)
From there we will look at the best way forward.

Amendments to our Constitution

Social Events
The Bus Trip - Dec 2nd

We began by asking members if they would like
a trip away say over a couple of days but the
feedback generally was that the cost of accommodation would make it too expensive for
many. So we went to the idea of a day bus trip
and between Ben Krikstolaitis and myself we
came up with the concept of a visit to Canberra
and a Bowling Club in the one day. We are
pleased to say the bus is full!
Ben is organising the trip so if you owe any
money or want to go on the reserve list see
Ben.

Shirts and Skirts
Play for the Shield. This event is scheduled for
Sunday 12 November. Watch the notice board
for details. Selected teams of four with lunch
for $10 per player.

Annual General Meeting
Presentation Night – November 18th

Tickets will go on sale soon for this
very special event. We have decided on a new format, held in the
upstairs function room so it will be
limited to about 100 people. The food will be
buffet style with a much wider variety than
usual.
We have booked a band called “Jody and The

This is scheduled for Sunday November 26th in
the Upstairs Function Room.
Nominations for Committee positions will close
7 days prior to the AGM and an election for
contested positions will occur during that 7 day
period. The result of voting will be announced
at the AGM.
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Interesting People
A Life Story in Short by Garry Dean

Sport again!” One year later I won the State
Cross Country Championship over 3000m.
I was born in Crown Street Women’s Hospital When I left Hurstville High I became an apprenon the 23/11/1950 to two wonderful parents in tice compositor with an Arncliffe printing comStan and Joyce. At 4 years of age I was gloved
pany advancing to a tradesman with John Fairup and sitting in a make-believe ring corner.
fax and Sons. The boxing bug was biting. I lost 3
Dad could fight. He was NSW Flyweight Amaout of 11 fights as an amateur – all to future
teur champ and had a few pro fights. We used Australian and British Commonwealth Profesto visit Sydney Stadium to watch Gattellari,
sional Champions. On turning pro, the training
Rose, Bobby Dunlop etc. Years later Dad would was intense. Seven days a week and limited insit and watch me claim victory in that same
take, took me from a very fit 61 kilos to a super
fit 53 kilograms in weight. Tommy Bishop
weighed us in for the NSW Bantamweight Title
outdoor match at Endeavour Field Cronulla.
Champion aboriginal fighter Roger Carrol defending. Following two postponements due to
rain the fight was over in the 5th round . My
hard work had paid off. In another bout I suffered a badly cut eye from a Jimmy Bowen head
butt even after I had broken his nose and jawbone. That cut would plague my career opening
up against Japanese Champ Teruo Ota and
World rated Filipino Willie Cordova at the main
event at Festival Hall.
I loved singing and won a few talent quests. I
adored the challenge of writing poetry and
songs as well as jingles. It got me a few appearances in TV ad extras and I finished up State
and National Sales Manager for Home Expo and
Business Information Direct. I once performed
at Oatley RSL as a lead up performer for 70’s
rock singer William Shakespeare. Almost the

Starting young with big dreams

famous ring. I was always a show off at school
and my end of year Reports often showed - 1.
Obvious Intelligence – 2. Sports Orientated - 3.
Class Clown. I once clImbed a 3 storey block of
flats to rescue a pair of thongs from the guttering and fell breaking every bone in both feet.
The doctor said “You will not likely compete in

Mundine vs Geale in Brisbane
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Interesting People
entire audience were made up of my relatives
and friends. Mr Shakespeare couldn’t comprehend why everybody left the auditorium following my finale. I became a professional boxing
referee and Judge. After years of dedication to
the sport I can proudly say that I have reached
the pinnacle following adjudication of over 50
International and World Title fights in over a
dozen different countries. Harding, Mundine,
Green, Katsidis, Lopez, Tzyu, Bugner, Roy Jones
Value time with Smokin Joe
Jnr and Manny Pacquiao to mention a few. I am
a mad St George fan. Dad was a trainer for the chelle and I are off to the East Coast of the U.S.
Saints from 1963 – 1976 and the team would
to visit the music cities in October. I might cut a
often attend our Oatley home for a BBQ. Dad
couple of records while I’m over there. Thanks
to all you wonderful people for your support.
Gazza

Jeff and Joe (my bodyguards)

was the team’s masseur and later in life I became a qualified Sports and Remedial massage
therapist opening my own business called
‘Aches Away’.
I sold real estate for 28 years, and a further 10
years in Advertising while teaching sales at the
Bankstown Evening College. My work career
finished as a Traffic Controller for the M5 widening program and the North Connex Tunnel
Construction. I couldn’t be happier, I have a
magnificent wife, Michelle, by my side, three
fantastic kids, 3 wonderful grandkids and live in
this most beautiful part of the World, Sanctuary
Point.
I have so many friends supporting me in my
endeavours to become a successful Lawn
Bowler and helping me to become more successful at drinking. I’m now taking ‘more
weight’ than I used to and ‘more grass’ than
Bob Dylan – but things can only get better. Mi-

Paul Gallen’s 1st Victory

Gazzas Man Shed (BYOG)
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Interesting People
A letter from George Thorpe-

1985, eventually selling it to my son David in
about 1980. I joined Vincentia Golf Club in
Hi everyone, particularly all my bowling mates. 1983, became Vice President for 3 years. For
Bruce asked me for a brief history of myself. I about 10 years, I ran our junior golf every Sunwas born in a shop in Mascot right opposite Bill day and at times, we had over 40 kids playing.
Kimber’s Father’s Optometry in 1942.
Bev, with my help, ran the junior chocolate
wheel on Friday nights and packed the club
I left High School at Sutherland in 1956 and
such was its popularity.
joined Dalgety’s as a trainee wool classer. I left
Dalgety’s after 2 years and went bush working After breaking my pelvis helping my son-in-law
for a shearing contractor out of Goulburn. We Don build his first house, I had to give golf away
had a run from June to Christmas all over the
and a friend, Gordon
west and south-west of NSW.
Shackleton, loaned me
a set of bowls and I
I had to get a job for the other 6 months so I
started at Husky.
started at Otis Elevators as a shipping clerk,
that’s where I met Beverley and of course, I
My first set of bowls
gave up wool classing, etc., and stayed in Sydwere very old Dunlops
ney getting a job at F.H. Fauldings as a warewith the insignia WD, it
house assistant, this rose to Manager of a small must have meant
branch at Gosford.
Which Direction!
Bev & I were married on 24th June 1962 and
moved to Gosford to live, our first son David
was born in 1963 and I was transferred back to
Sydney as a sales rep.
Further promotions occurred and eventually I
became assistant warehouse manager.
A further 2 children came, Paul and Garry, but
unfortunately we lost Garry to Cot Death, oddly
enough at a friend’s house while visiting at
Easter at Sanctuary Point. Never did we think
we would eventually live here. A further 2 children, Gavin & Janine were born. I left Fauldings
and purchased a newsagency in Sutherland and
was there for 10 years. During that time I
bought land at Sanctuary Point and sold the
business in 1979 and moved down here in
1980.
I bought my toy and wool business in Nowra in
1980 and moved this business to Nowra Fair in

In 2005, I joined St
Georges Basin and in 2007 after a dispute with
Brian Shaw who was acting president. Brian
said if you have so much to say, there’s a vacancy on the committee, so much for my big
mouth!
I have served on the
committee since then,
becoming Vice President for 1 year and
President for the next
5 years. I took over
the running of Sunday
Chook Run and have
done so for the last 10
years or so. In my time
as President, many
things happened of which I’m proud to be part
of: our 50 year anniversary; representing the
club in the dispute over district boundaries; also
our fight against fixed annual fees to Bowls
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NSW reducing our bill from something like
$9,500 to just over $6,000.

Jacob Colt

The club had an unusual celebration recently with
I moved and was successful for the introduction the graduation of our youngest bowler, Jacob Colt
of social bowls which has proved to be a good (age 13) into the Chook Run ranks and now playing
socially on some
move because we are one of the few clubs in
Wednesdays.

NSW who have increased their membership.

I have filled in as welfare officer when needed
and have been a delegate to the district for 8
years.

The Chook Run boys
chipped in to buy
him a very fashionable yellow “chook
shirt” with the name
“Red” embroidered
on it and Dave Lawrence donated his
former beloved blue
bowls to Jacob.

During my time as President my main aim was
to unite and progress the club and to this extent I believe this is continuing into the future.
There is one area “our juniors”, I believe was
disappointing as I did not see any improvement
in their numbers and I regret that.
This was later folIn 2016 you were all kind enough to grant me
Life Membership for which I am extremely
proud of and will always treasure.

lowed up by a presentation of his RNSWBA membership card and a red vest by President Clive.
Jacob has the hallmarks of a very fine little bowler
and will shortly be undergoing further club training
in an effort to help him play in some 2018 representative events.

I could not have achieved all of this without my
wife Beverley, she was always there to point
me in the right direction and help when anyThe day was unusual not just because we welcomed
thing was needed.
I would like to thank all of our members, my
mates all, for your care and support over these
years and may we continue to grow and prosper in the years to come.
Thank you one & all!!
George Thorpe

George and Beverley celebrated their 55 wedding anniversary this year.

one of our first juniors for a while but also the presentation of the shirt was made by our very own
Frank Croft who recently turned 93 and is our oldest
bowler. Frank has been bowling since 1985 so although they are the same height Jacob’s got some
catching up to do.
There was discussion of the times when we had
many juniors and hosted major junior events like
the one in the picture below which was recently
found in the locker room cleanup. Does anyone
know anything about the photo?
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“Around the District”
by
SCDBA Secretary Alan Askew




All SDDBA and Zone 7 Championship events have concluded for
2017. At this time, all Club’s
Match Committee’s are seeking
the names of prospective 2018
pennant players. They need the
names to formulate sides for
2018. Robin Reid, the SCDBA
Match Committee Chairman,
once he receives all players
names, can allocate grades to
Clubs. If you intend to play pennants next year, please place your
name on the list on the notice
board ASAP.



Bowls NSW recently sought the
assistance of a consultancy group,
‘Suiko Consulting’, to conduct a
survey relative to restructuring of
bowls in NSW. The results of that
survey, though not surprising, indicated since 2005, registered
player numbers fell by 40%. ‘The
mandate for change’ stated by
Suiko Consulting, suggested that,



“to design a governance and organizational structure that enables the sport to improve”.
Suiko Consulting made a number
of recommendations:








Bowls NSW must adopt a
club centric approach as
clubs are the members of
Bowls NSW;
Remove the State Council
and use existing zone Presidents to be the conduit of
information that flows between Bowls NSW and
clubs;
Begin the tailored removal
of district with zones to
overcome the administration burden, volunteer reliance and multi-tiered governance structure;
Conduct an internal workshop with the view to possible reduction of zones
and boundary realignment;





Review the need for coaching, match and junior committees;
Restructure Bowls NSW
office administration;
Bowls NSW need to develop state wide policies
and procedures with assistance of zones;
Bowls NSW need to build
capacity and capability of
zones and clubs, including
by monetising the work
force and reduce reliance
on volunteers;
Sport needs to review
membership and participation options to ensure flexibility and products that are
available at each stage of
the lifecycle;
Bowls NSW need to conduct a think tank to improve development. Optimal event calendar with
fewer but better events.

Major Sponsors

Suiko had a number of other recommendations with their
‘Governance and Organisational
Minor Sponsors
Review Report’, however, that is
enough for us to digest at the moment.
 Allplus Plumbing
 A&T Dental Services
Alan Askew
 Bayside Optical
Secretary—SCDBA/Zone 7
 Complete Exhaust
 Mick Sinclair Plumbing
 Bay and Basin Automotive
 Huskisson Auto & Payless
Tyres
 Peter Clarke Auto Repairs
 OZ Realty
 Max Justice Real Estate
 Macey Insurance Broker
 Vincentia Cakes and Pie
 Julie Ross Hair Design
 Nowchem
If you have any new sponsors
please talk to:
Bruce Goldsmith
Paul Schillings
Bob Duncan
Note: New Club Email Address
sgbmensbowlingclub@gmail.com
Bowls Room Ph 4442 9022

